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Dmitri Medvedev & Rian.ru,
First Rian.ru
Your website does well in NL. If NL-ers are interested they can find usefull info.
If.....
Somehow I fail to get my message through – into Dmitri's brain – as it comes to EQ-psychologyspeeches.
•
Although I acknowledge that this is 'unfair to say'.
Dmitri does behave like a human being, in comparison with politicians I have to live with here.
But I have to 'push him into the Future more... for peace on Earth'.
Timelimits occur in my world.
How much time does any president of Russia need before 'he feels the complete system in his
body-soul-spirit'?
•

I need you to help me 'break up the old-fashion definition inherent to the job President'
.
Turn Dmitri more in an instructor – teacher -.
People who do teach 'safety at work' have that special way of thinking.
They have the knowledge for the job + they tell others how to obtain 'that knowledge for
the job'.
He still believes 'that he must carry the load', while others are waiting for miracles to
happen for a lifetime in paradise.... This is not the way the system works!
He must put his thinking-pattern more on the screen.
Must make people feel 'that he can only live life realtime'.
I do believe 'that Russia doesn't dream too much about the Future; mother Nature is hard on
you...'. But how do the people work with your raw materials, food-production...and more
important 'how does the RU-president want the people to work with it?'
This is so important now countries go flat under blackmail & bullshit.
Nations are fighting over 'Green climate', but they hardly build it.
A Dutch example?
Its hard to believe, but true... !
NL-Energy-compagnies invest their profits in Research & Development for a Green climate abroad
– Germany -. On top of that they increase the prices in NL-consumers for the production of
energy. Not even Green-energy.... Halleluja!
So, I have to pay more because NL wants to develop technology for Fair Trade & Eko in
Germany...
The NL-people hardly protest against it, because they aren't smart enough to break through lies
& laziness of political parties....or they aren't even are of the fact that they can go to court to
stop it. NL-ers are not being 'instructed'.
We are going down fast! Polls show that Geert Wilders is about to become our next president.
Wrong!

Current World-leaders watch Wilders to become president in stead of trying to stop him with the
truth about warcrimes taking place in NL-parliament & International Criminal Court in The Hague.
Appearently World's-leader think of themselves 'that they are strong & smart enough to brainwash Wilders onces when he's in charge of NL'.
This is not how the system works!
Because, NL will not have a normal legal-system left, when Wilders is president!
We will not be a state of law anymore.
The NL-people will turn against foreign countries – who behave like occupiers & economicdemolishers in their eyes -.
Nobody ever instructed them on 'how to proect oneself against a growing dictatorship'.
NL-ers will turn against Russia too, mainly because the websites of EU, ICC & UN refer to RU as
being a threat – dictatorship - ...
NL-ers are about to turn against the EU, for financial reasons. Following Wilders, not feeling
recognizes by other Mps.
Hatred, hatred....and hatred....
NL-ers need to be instructed for the development of their own survival-strategy.
So do all other nations....!

•

As the media, you can break Dmitri's old-fashion habits in pieces, by demanding 'examples'.
He explains a lot about the position of Russia in modernization; for foreigners the practices are
missing. What situations are you talking about...? How can foreigners talk positively as long as
EU ...and so on...are against Russia?
Lets face reality:
'EU-security will be pushed forwards by Russia when NL & EU' fall apart.
Example?
Facts are still unclear, but Venezuela accusses Obama of 'preparing war between VenezuelaColombia from the Netherlands Antilles with the deployment of USA-troups in coöperation with
NL'. Maxime Verhagen talks about 'USA wants to stop drugs-crimes'... and he accussses
Venezuela of 'misleading the people'....
But a BIG fact is 'that in daily practice NL stations the NL-Royal navy in Antilless for jobs in
connection with drugscrimes'. So USA doesn't need to deploy its army on the Antilles....
Personally, I think 'that Obama wants to interfere again'
= USA refuses to work with international law & courtsystems
Result? Well, the whole world starts to hate NL for warcrimes taking place within ICC...and for
the fact that EU-leaders want to be above the law, constantly...
Destroying mother Nature & economics worldwide... NGOs refuse to be intelligent and to start
lawcases against leaders. People don't feel the 'good economy' anymore. Dangerous!
People who will vote for Wilders, are not the persons who donate money to NGOs....
The EQ-psychology-president Russia needs is a man
'who puts others to work...
by instructing them...
on the good-practices they can take up themselves'.
Dmitri Medvedev is still too much of an analyst;
his staff can analyze...

Now Dmitri,
'Move forwards slowly on a wider set of lines' must terrify a president into the unknown.
Do you feel that you work too slowly when you follow my instructions?
You still don't say to the people:
'I can't build your life for you. you must take your own future into you own hands.
When you want your live to be a success, you live your own life...and make it work...within the law'.

•

I think that you are too afraid to let go of smaller segments; that you find it difficult to trust
people to take up their responsibility in their own compartment.
Because you don't devide your job into smaller segments – ready to be fullfilled by others - .
Example: Half the RU-populations is drunk, but 100% wants to residence in paradise.
•
Being an old-fashion president you give us the analyzes
Forget to instruct the people:
'When you want live in paradise you must do something for it.
Clean up yourself, study & work...Make the local politics work for you. I shall make sure
that you have acses to laws, courtsystems'. Than you make laws & courtsystems visable.
For foreigners too! We have NO idea how effective law is in Russia!
Make your timelines shorter & more visable,
by being a human being in today's reality.

Trust and self-confidence grow when people can see the beginning & end of a timeline.
Self-esteem grows when people feel that they are in controle of timelines.
You must say to the people:
'When you want Russia to be visable internationally, you must make yourself visable first.
When you don't want to make yourself visable & touchable you may not expect 'others' to understand
your personality. When 'others' don't work with you in the way you want them to, you are making a
mistake. Find out what this mistake is..and restart... Untill you receive the response you need for the
development of a lifetime in papadise...on Earth'.
Make visable what you want.
As long as you don't claim your needs, you will never get them!
And you will not educate the people on
'how to get what they need'....

Have all days in my EQ,
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